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Introduction 
By General Sir Nick Parker KCB CBE, Chairman 
at SaluteMyJob 

 
 
 
 

 
In recent weeks, five reports have been published on the subject of veterans’ employment. This paper 
deliberately extracts the positive data from the reports to emphasise the narrative that promotes 
veterans as assets to business. The traditionally negative drumbeat that positions veterans as victims is 
unhelpful, reinforces misperceptions and stereotypes and disheartens former Service men and women 
as they embark on their second careers. Exhortations that encourage employers to do more must also 
be complemented by willingness from within the Ministry of Defence to adjust existing practice and a 
preparedness to innovate.  
 
All these reports contain useful evidence that employers value the acquired knowledge, skills and 
experience of their ex-military employees and offer them a world of opportunity. The minority of 
employers that implement structured programmes and make a point of hiring former Service men and 
women eulogise about the benefits they bring to their businesses. The challenge is to encourage other 
employers to follow the lead of this minority, help them understand the return on necessary investment 
and apply best practice. This will enable them to take advantage of an untapped pool of talent, provide 
the opportunities to educate veterans about an unfamiliar commercial world and help them into 
employment.  
 
I am delighted to chair SaluteMyJob, a social enterprise offering professional advice and services to 
employers who have either pledged their support to the employment of veterans or are otherwise 
interested in taking advantage of the potential they offer. Andrew Jackson and his team enjoy sharing 
their understanding of best practice, much of it captured from generally more mature veterans’ 
programmes from the US, and helping employers plan and implement structured, sustainable and 
measurable programmes. We look forward to being part of coordinated, employer-led to enable UK 
employers large and small to reap the benefits veterans offer to their businesses.   
 

General Sir Nick Parker KCB CBE 
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Summary of reports 
 
 

 
 
In the Royal British Legion’s report - Deployment to Employment: Exploring the 
veteran employment gap in the UK, the charity looks at the most recent veteran 
employment rates and explores the benefits of recruiting ex-military personnel - 
showing how the Government and employers can help break down the barriers facing 
military jobseekers.  
 
 
In the Scotland’s Veterans’ Commissioner: The Veterans Community - 
Employability, Skills & Learning report, Eric Fraser calls for more help for veterans 
to find meaningful employment after they have left the military. Mr Fraser said 
employers could benefit from the talents and skills of former Service men and women, 
making 19 recommendations in his report. The report focuses on removing barriers 
and improving opportunities for veterans in Scotland. 

 
 
The first report to look closely at the Armed Forces Covenant, The Art of the 
Covenant: The Armed Forces Covenant and the Role of the Commercial Sector 
report, considers the effectiveness of the Armed Forces Covenant. It concludes that 
the Covenant falls short of its potential, especially to improve transition of veterans 
into employment.  
 
 
 
The Veterans Work: Recognising the potential of ex-Service personnel report by 
Deloitte, the Forces in Mind Trust and the Officers’ Association reveals a “stark 
disconnect between the rhetoric and the reality” of veteran employment. The research 
shows that many UK businesses are missing the opportunity for veterans to fill the 
skills gap. As well as repeating calls for a national strategy, Deloitte’s research also 
shows how much employers can do to help veterans realise their full potential.  
 
 
 
Lord Ashcroft KCMG PC has published a second follow-up report from the Veterans' 
Transition Review (published in February 2014). The follow-up report shows some 
positive progress concerning veterans’ transition, specifically education and training, 
resettlement and employment, housing, health, welfare and the Armed Forces 
Covenant. 
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Key findings 
 

What are these five reports telling us about veteran 
employment?  
 
In short, veterans are assets to business but more needs to be done to support them into employment. 
Encouragingly, an increasing number of employers are pledging their support to the employment of 
veterans, albeit to only limited effect thus far. And, while many are not taking advantage of the potential 
veterans offer, those employers who make a point of employing them gain significant value to their 
businesses and actively encourage others to follow suit. 
 
This paper identifies three common themes from these five reports and suggests practical steps 
towards coordinated action. In general, the reports reflect SaluteMyJob’s experience that an increasing 
number of employers are pledging to support the employment of veterans but, for a variety of reasons, 
they struggle to turn good intent into action. Indeed, if the 1,200 who have pledged to ‘support the 
employment of veterans young and old’ through the Armed Forces Covenant were acting on those 
promises, it is unlikely veterans would face the barriers to employment highlighted by the research.  
 
 
1. Veterans are assets to business 
 
The evidence from all the reports is clear: businesses who actively employ veterans value the range of 
hard and, especially, soft skills and experience they bring to the workplace. Veterans are seen by those 
employers who make a point of hiring veterans as assets to their business who impact positively on 
their bottom line. Data1 from active veteran recruiters in the UK confirms a strong business case for 
employing veterans. And 72% of employers surveyed “would definitely recommend” other businesses 
employ veterans; only 2% would not make such a recommendation. 
  
A running theme throughout the reports is the extent to which many employers miss out on the “hidden 
talents” veterans possess and fail to make the most, in particular, of the soft skills developed during 
demanding military training and operations. However, those organisations that do employ veterans 
report them as performing strongly and demonstrating much needed strong ‘cross-functional’ skills (see 
Figure 1 below), notably team-working, motivating others, powers of communication and strategic 
thinking.2  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                
1 Deloitte, Veterans Work: Recognising the potential of ex-Service personnel, Nov 2016 
2 Deloitte, Veterans Work: Recognising the potential of ex-Service personnel, Nov 2016 
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Figure 1. High performance skills of veterans. The top 10 skills are boxed. The % figures are the employers 
listing the skills in which they consider ex-military employees to perform most strongly.3 
 

 
 
 
In addition to offering a broad range of skills, a majority of employers reported that ex-military 
employees have lower rates of sickness and are promoted more quickly (see Figure 2 below). In 
addition, 40% say veterans stay for longer, which backs up considerable anecdotal evidence that they 
make loyal employees, especially when they perceive an employer has taken risk in hiring them.  
 
 
Figure 2. Sickness, promotion prospects and retention of ex-military employees in comparison to other 
employees. 
 

 
 
 
The reports all draw attention to the opportunity for veterans to fill growing skills gaps reported across 
various business sectors. 

                                                
3 Figure 1 and 2: Deloitte, Veterans Work: Recognising the potential of ex-Service personnel, Nov 2016 
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“Skill shortages are a cost to the UK in productivity and to individual 
employers financially. There is an overlap between the areas of highest 
skill shortages and roles within the Armed Forces, including chefs (16 
percent of all Skilled Trades skill-shortage vacancies) Metal Working 
Production and Electricians (13 percent)”  

Deployment to Employment, The Royal British Legion 4 
 
 
These attributes are exemplified by Chesterfield Special Cylinders, a company that employed one of 
SaluteMyJob’s ex-RAF candidates in 2016. The company is one of the many active employers who are 
recognising the values veterans bring to the workplace and summed up why organisations should look 
to employ veterans.  
 
“You have got access to a huge talent pool of people who are inherently self-
disciplined, skilled-up, have a great attitude and are very easy to train. Bringing in 
someone with a military background you are taking a lot of risk away, you know 
you are going to get someone who you can train up in the business. You are 
looking at people who have had the best training available.” 

Mick Pinder, Chesterfield Cylinders 
 
 
Other businesses actively employing veterans offer similar observations: 
 
Veterans have a strong work ethic, 
good leadership, discipline and 
problem solving skills learned in the 
military that are all easily transferable 
into the role of a police officer. 

Sgt Gordon Latto, Police Scotland Veterans 
Champion 5 

There’s a whole pool of untapped 
talent out there, and my advice to any 
employers considering recruiting from 
the ex-Service community would be 
to go for it. 

John Kelly, HR Manager at Falcon 
Foodservice 

 
2. Employers are pledging their support to the employment of veterans but many are missing 
out on a valuable pool of talent. 
     
The research has identified a real gap between the pledges made by Covenant signatories and the 
reality of the actions they take. Although more than 1,200 employers have signed the Covenant, many 
are struggling to turn their pledges into sustained action. Many employers are confused by the 
complexity of the military environment, bombarded by different charities and agencies providing similar 
services and struggle to fully access the ex-military talent pool.  
The expectation of employers that, having committed to the Covenant, the government or agencies will 
help them navigate this complex landscape remains unfulfilled. One report6 concluded that ‘businesses 
                                                
4 Royal British Legion, Deployment to Employment: Exploring the veteran employment gap in the UK, Oct 2016 
5 Scottish Veterans Commissioner: The Veterans Community - Employability, Skills & Learning, Nov 2016 
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sometimes express astonishment that the government is unable to articulate or prioritise preferences 
for support when they are offered’. Similarly, employers are frustrated when offers of jobs, made in 
good faith, are not picked up by Defence, their agencies or ex-military jobseekers.  
 
The reports also reveal a consensus on the need for strategic leadership, coordination and sharing of 
opportunities.  As SaluteMyJob’s chairman, General Sir Nick Parker, has recently highlighted, many 
military jobseekers and employers are not helped by an increasing number of isolated activities by 
government, employers and other agencies if they are either invisible or unobtainable.  
 
The Art of the Covenant report reveals the extent of employers’ confusion, with 61% of businesses 
reporting their difficulty in navigating a complex landscape, less than a third of businesses (29%) 
believing the Armed Forces Covenant (AFC) was a success, whilst 26% disagreed – with a small 
number of companies (8% reporting that they believed the AFC to be a de facto kitemark rather than an 
active commitment. 

 
There is also agreement on the importance of employers establishing sustainable, measurable 
recruitment programmes, along with the resources to deliver them. Given that 75% of employers 
surveyed expressed interest in working with specialist agencies, it seems reasonable to assume that 
many lack the relevant knowledge and expertise and are need the support of organisations like 
SaluteMyJob to provide advice on the planning and implementation of such programmes. Once these 
programmes are in place, it is then important to share best practice with other employers and help them 
join the dots between the opportunities offered by employers and ex-military jobseekers.  
 
 
3. Collectively, government and employers can overcome remaining barriers to help veterans 
realise their potential. 
 
Employers are seen by many, including SaluteMyJob, as key providers of support to veterans. For 
completeness, the barriers are repeated below (see Figure 3). More importantly, however, are the 
pointers to the effect employers can have in overcoming them.  
 
 
Figure 3. Barriers to veterans’ employment 
 

Translation of skills A recurring theme throughout the reports is the difficulty employers and veterans 
have in recognising the skills and competencies gained in the Armed Forces - and 
how these skills can be translated into the commercial workplace.  

Culture gap and 
stereotypes 

The reports also discuss the notable culture gap between the military and civilian 
ways of life and the obvious stereotypes still hindering military jobseekers - which 
continue to damage employment opportunities.  

Education Part of the employment challenge for some veterans is their lack of educational 
qualifications in comparison to the non-veteran population. There is also a lack of 
education available about commerce, industry sectors and companies to inform 
veterans’ choices in an unfamiliar commercial world. 

Absence of leadership 
and coordination 

Strategic direction and co-ordination of activity is required to join up the 
opportunities offered by employers with ex-military jobseekers. A complex and 
confusing landscape can be difficult to navigate - both for employers and veterans.  

 

                                                                                                                                                                   
6 RUSI, The Art of the Covenant: The Armed Forces Covenant and the Role of the Commercial Sector, Oct 2016 
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What can employers do to overcome barriers 
to successful employment of veterans? 
 
The reports identify three areas where companies can take action to overcome the barriers they and 
the veteran face. 
 
 
 

Overcome damaging stereotypes 
 
The common misconceptions and stereotypes that continue to plague veterans is a recurring theme 
throughout the reports. So how can businesses and policymakers help overcome these barriers? 
 

1. Employers to engage more with the MOD and other agencies offering veteran 
employment support. To combat the lack of understanding of military skills and culture, it is 
vital that employers connect with the MOD, the CTP and specialist agencies, such as 
SaluteMyJob, who understand how best to translate acquired military skills and experience into 
the language of commercial employers. This will help employers understand the key soft and 
hard skills veterans possess and help overcome damaging misconceptions.  

 
2. Design a recruitment programme that capitalises on military talent: The reports encourage 

supportive employers to establish structured and sustainable ex-military recruitment 
programmes. They draw attention to the services of companies like SaluteMyJob that can 
provide advice to employers on the planning and implementation of such programmes and 
facilitate access to the ex-military talent pool. It is important that we find ways to help employers 
turn good intent into coordinated action and provide the requisite capability to connect former 
Service men and women with the opportunities offered by employers. 

 
3. Training and experience: Education, training and experience of the civilian workplace are all 

essential precursors to employment so there are a number of actions employers can take to put 
these into place. Once employers have committed to supporting veterans into employment, as 
well as offering job opportunities, employers are advised to offer paid work placements, 
internships, training and mentoring to military jobseekers.  

 
 
 
 

Harness and coordinate employers' commitments and 
resources 
 

1. Sharing of best practice. Businesses are encouraged to share and apply best practice. To this 
end, Business in the Community and SaluteMyJob will, early in 2017, publish a toolkit to assist 
employers wishing to set up veterans or Armed Forces programmes. 
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2. Strategic leadership and coordination of activity between policymakers, employers and 
agencies: To help formulate a singular initiative, it is useful to look at best practice at home - 
and overseas.  
 
● The US Veterans' Job Mission is an employer-led coalition offering and brokering 

opportunities - giving employers the opportunity to take action. So far, over 200 employers 
have, collectively, hired over 250,000 US veterans.  The initiative focuses on the 
engagement and career development of veterans in the private sector. This includes helping 
veterans better adapt to the workplace by establishing training, mentoring and other critical 
onboarding programmes. The initiative also coordinates activity, with employers working 
together to offer and share best practice. Similarly, SaluteMyJob, through its services to 
employers, is working hard to broker the opportunities UK employers offer to suitably 
qualified veterans. The provision of more targeted support, along with strategic leadership 
and avoiding duplication of efforts, will continue to improve veteran employment and create 
real change.  

 
● Another example of coordinated activity between agencies and employers In the UK is the 

Wounded Injured and Sick Employment Working Group. This group of Service charities 
engaged in employment, Barclays and SaluteMyJob is designing processes, systems and 
the metrics to coordinate activity and share opportunities. It will identify vocational 
opportunities for transitioning and former Service personnel, with a range of opportunities 
including, (not just employment), but the offer of a mentoring service, apprenticeships and 
job shadowing opportunities for veterans. 

 
● Another coordinated body is The Scottish Veterans Employment and Training Service 

(SVETS), a collaborative initiative between employers and veterans' organisations in 
Scotland, designed to link former Service men and women with those organisations best 
placed to support them. This is a unique, collaborative programme delivered in partnership 
between Forth Valley Chamber of Commerce, Veterans Scotland, SaluteMyJob and a 
number of other agencies. SVETS is designed to enable employers’ access to ex-military 
talent, address skills shortages and help drive businesses forward. 

 
 

Collect data 
 

1. The reports all draw attention to the paucity of data on veterans’ employment. This is impeding 
our full understanding of the veteran employment situation and, of course, the impact of our 
future collective effort.  

 
2. It is recommended that employers collect data about the veterans and reservists they hire, 

including their performance, development and tenure, to gather evidence for and strengthen the 
business case for recruiting and promoting other veterans within their organisations, even where 
the veterans do not initially have relevant industry knowledge.7  

                                                
7 Deloitte, Veterans Work: Recognising the potential of ex-Service personnel, Nov 2016 
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Conclusion 
 
All five reports are informative and helpful reviews of veteran employment. Collectively, they 
demonstrate the potential value former Service men and women offer commercial companies and the 
increasing willingness of employers to commit to supporting the employment of veterans. The evidence 
shows that a minority of employers are realising the benefits of doing so but there is still more to be 
done.  Traditionally, the onus to improve employment opportunities for veterans has been placed upon 
on the MOD and veterans themselves. The most significant insight, however, is the importance of 
sustained, coordinated action by employers and for coordination process and machinery to enable 
veterans to make the most of the opportunities offered by employers and for employers to realise the 
benefits of the hidden talents of former Service men and women.   
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About SaluteMyJob 

 
 
 
SaluteMyJob is a social enterprise dedicated to the 
provision of veterans’ focussed advice to employers 
and to supporting veterans into employment. First 
and foremost a consultancy, SaluteMyJob helps 
companies understand and apply best practice and 
access the ex-military pool of talent.  
 
Learn more about us at www.salutemyjob.com 
or contact us at info@salutemyjob.com. 


